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Clear House Company Profile

Commercial Accountants
that leverage Accounting
Intelligence and empathy
to grow businesses.

INTRODUCTION TO
CLEAR HOUSE ACCOUNTANTS
Clear House Accountants is a commercial accounting
firm for Startups, Sole traders and SME’s that
operates out of London UK. Our firm is certified
by ACCA and ICPA for Accounting practice. Our
offices are located in both North and Central London.
Nominated for Accounts & Tax Advisors of the year 2018
by Small Business Awards, we continue to tranform
businesses across the UK.
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Our Company
AN ACCOUNTING FIRM PASSIONATE
ABOUT HUMAN LIVES AND NUMBERS.
Clear House Accountants are a commercial Accounting firm for
Startups, Sole traders and SME’s that operates out of London
UK. Established by an Oxford graduate to become one of nation’s
accounting powerhouses by 2030. We are certifed by ACCA and
ICPA for our practice and have been nominated for our work over
the years.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Our vision - To become a 360 Accounting and Business Advisory
platform for our clients and drive innovation through intelligent
business frameworks.

Our Mission is to partner with our clients to grow their business
and make a difference in their professional and personal lives.
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Our Services
FROM ALGORITHMS TO ACTIVISM

Traditionally Accounting Firms have been working to provide
solutions that address the immediate need. Clear House is
turning the accounting paradigm upside down and providing
solutions that power business owners with insights beyond basic
compliance. Our services include:

Business Coaching

Strategic Planning

Online Bookkeeping

Accounting Solutions

Business Advisory Services

Startup Accounting

Tax Consulting

Contractors and Freelance Advice
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BUSINESS FORECASTING
At Clear House, we want to give
you the best information to move
forward and beyond just historic
information. That is why we use
your historic data to predict your
future. Through our Live Analytics
& Forecasting, Scenario Modeling
services, we help you become
prepared for what’s coming next.

BUSINESS ADVISORY SOLUTIONS
With a commitment to help businesses expand beyond siloed
accounting practices, we offer a range of advisory services that
follows ‘Integration as a Strategy’. Forecasting, Management
Accounts and Snapshots when combined together can give micro
visibility into important financial decisions. Clear House offers
the following advisory solutions;
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BUSINESS HEALTH CHECK
Clear house conducts health
checks for your business to
determine how well your business
is performing financially and
operationally. The check also
identifies the weakness for which
we identify measures to turn the
weaknesses in to strengths.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

To help you visualize the Micro
View of your Business, we
prepare Monthly or Quarterly
Management Reports tailored to
your requirements to help you
make informed decisions. We also
Benchmark your performance
against the industry to project
your Business Trajectory.

Performance Reporting provides
essential information to take more
confident and effective decisions,
our detailed business overview and
snapshot reports will make sure
that you have a complete overview
about
business
performance
across financial and non-financial
areas.

MONTHLY SNAPSHOTS

VIRTUAL FD

Our Monthly Business Snapshot,
the Snapshot lets you quickly
access vital data, including
revenue, bookings, and top
services showing key insights for
faster decisions to save time and
costs.

We understand cost is a critical
factor for a growing business and
hiring a full time finance director
might not always be an option or
the best decision. So, we become
your trusted source for financial
insights every step of the way.
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Our Clear Numbers
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3000+

£1,000,000+

£3,500,000

Cups of coffee consumed

Client revenue saved

Money saved in taxes
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A JEWEL IN THE CROWN
GROWTH PORTAL AND
BUSINESS BUILDER NETWORK
Fintech has been the most disrupted sector by technology and it happened just
in time. We created our inhouse solution to the resource scatter problem and
haphazard business networking that resulted in wasted time and efficency.
Our Growth Portal (GP) is an industry grade solution for business owners to find
resources in one place to run their business. Our Business Builder network serves
as an additional complement to GP and is an online business building platform that
connects one business owner to another.

Duis vulputate rhoncus
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CLOSING THE ACCOUNTING GAP
With a commitment to help businesses expand beyond
siloed accounting practices, we offer a range of advisory
services that follows ‘integration as a strategy’. Forecasting,
Management Accounts and Snapshots when integrated
together can give business visibility into important financial
decisions. Clear House offers:
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Compliance Solutions
We cater to all basic
compliance needs ranging
from book keeping to tax
services

Advisory Services
For ambitious businesses we
offer business coaching and
advisory solutions to grow
into bigger marketplaces
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Advanced Compliance
Solutions
By preparing and monitoring
your management accounts,
we assess the impact of
recent changes and notify
you of future steps to take.

Accounting Technology
To create a holistic business
experience,our
Growth
Portal helps business owners
find resource solutions in one
place

An
Accounting
Platform

KEEP IN TOUCH

Email
info@chacc.co.uk
chacc.co.uk

Phone
P : +44 (0)207 117 2639

Address
NORTH LONDON
Devonshire House 582 Honeypot Lane
Stanmore, HA7 1JS
CENTRAL LONDON
207 Regent Street,
London, W1B 3HH

